Works Selected for the 35th Annual Undergraduate Juried Exhibition

47 artists

Joselyn Andreasen, Non-Objective Mashup
Olivia Benson, In the Soup
Rayetta Benson, Reflection
Thomas Bolin, Cross With 5 Colors and Cross With 3 Colors
Ryan Bromm, Cities and Culture: The Hidden Dimension
Daniela Chavez, The Wall from The Migration Series
Marian Jane De Guzman, Liminal Identity
Breanna Epp, Herb is Old
Samuel Fergen, Post Human Landscape
Nora Fitzsimmons, My Big Fat Ugly Heart
Lorna Gregerson, Untitled
Maria Guiza Beltran, Flor
Serena Hackett, Izmir Gyro House
Ally Hall, Nostalgia for a Future That Never Became 3 Card Tarot Spread
Chastity Hyman, Brown Beauty and Seated Girl
Gannen Ingalls, Cloud Nine and Accompaniment
Alexia Jacobmeier, 13909
Ceyanna Kanne, A Self Portrait
Angela Kent, Wall Mandala and Worry Stone Mandalas
Brenda Lee, A Moving Newspaper: Serial Killer on the Loose?
Kassidy Linabery, TRINITY [BETA]
Wynter Melroy, The Things That We Lost
Yihang Meng, Quiet Afternoon
Mya Miller, *I Grew Up in the Garden*

Eric Morris, *Barely Thriving*

Lindsey Musil, *Dismantle*

Maggie Nava, *118 Degrees*

Nancy Nguyen, *Rapunzel Dreams*

Qiqe Panqeqi Martinez, *Duvalin*

Gretchen Payne, *The Moment I Slept I Was Left in a Terrible Tremor* and *Untitled*

Cicely Pickel, *Flora and Fauna*

Gabrielle Ragland, *Water Lilies*

Jamie Reigert, *Figure*

Javier Rivera, *Cyclic Othering*

Isaac Rolf, *Salt Fired Porcelain Drip Mug, Salt Fired Stoneware Mug,* and *Soda Fired Espresso Glass*

Karrar Salloom, *My Wonderful World*

Alex Scarpello, *RoninScar-The Zone*

Pablo Souto, *Carcharodon carcharias, Triakis semifasciata,* and *Ginglymostoma cirratum*

Taren Stander, *Life in the Cemetery*

Iris Starlin-Hintz, *Run Away to the Pasture*

Jamie Titus, *Analise*

Keegan Towey, *Beef*

Avry Victor, *In Every Kind of Way*

Emma Wobit, *Delirium*

Reilly Woodward, *Pieces*

Muskan Yadav, *Experience Publication*

Beau Yoesel, *Losing Track*